NANOTECHNOLOGY AND ACCOUNTING ISSUES

Nanotechnology is a new advanced technology used in the industry. This study conducted an investigation on the literature and highlighted the accounting issues which related to the implement of nanotechnology, especially the change of cost structure and expected solutions for the increasing of indirect costs which need more accurate allocation to the unit of products. Also, this study investigated on the future expected accounting risks for using nanotechnology. Finally, this study will open the door for further studies about nanotechnology and different accounting issues in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology is used in the industry. This study conducted an investigation on the literature and highlighted the accounting issues which related to the implement of nanotechnology, especially the change of cost structure and expected solutions for the increasing of indirect costs which need more accurate allocation to the unit of products. Also, this study investigated on the future expected accounting risks for using nanotechnology. Finally, this study will open the door for further studies about nanotechnology and different accounting issues in the future.
demand in any nano-factory in the entire world. (Nanotechnology website (not dated)).

Based on Center for Responsible Nanotechnology the implementations of nanotechnology in manufacturing process require that the first step was the ability to manipulate atoms— that is, to select them up and rest them in required positions. This ability will let the produce of items to include scrap with approximately ideal effectiveness and accuracy. The second step will be the production of assemblers-equipped parts which can be programmed to influence the atoms and molecules. Assemblers will have a sub microscopic robotic arm managed by computer control. This strategy will produce assemblies at the nano level, disposing atoms into their appropriate place. Finally, step will be the making of sufficient assemblers to make consumer merchandise. This will be achieved through the use of replicators— assemblers that are programmed to make additional assemblers. The capacity to develop nano-robots self-replicate is an important solution in creation nanotechnology. (Center for Responsible Nanotechnology (not dated)).

Despite the fact that nanotechnology is considered a new relatively, the finding of devices that work within that concept and the finding of structures with nano dimensions is not a new thing. It is known that the biological systems in the living body create some very small device or parts which get up to nano measurement limit. The living cells consider an important example for natural nanotechnology, in which cell is a warehouse for large number of biological machines at the size of nano, and will create proteins inside of it in the form of grouped lines at the size of nano called ribosomes, and then will formulate it by using another nano device called Golgi. We can even say that enzymes itself consider a nano machine which do separate particle (molecule) or croup it accords to the need of the cell, and so it is possible for artificial nano machines to interact with it and reach the target goal; such as cell contents analysis, and the delivering of medicine to it, or destroying it when it becomes harmful. (US National Institute of Health (not dated)).

Observers expect nanotechnology to affect our live at a large scale, but there are worries from the potential environment and hygiene effects of the nanotechnology, and applying of this technology in the militarism fields. It also mentions that the financing of researches related to the environment and hygiene effects of the nanotechnology must be accordant with the financing of researches related to the development of this technology. It must find and create the necessary ways to observe the potential new risks, and deal with it at an efficient manner to secure the future for this new technology (Rickerby & Morrison, 2007 and Iavicoli et al., 2014).

Although nanotechnologies have many economically significant applications in a various range of industries, and many countries around the world paid attention for using nanotechnology in the industry, there is a lack of studies in accounting field related to the implementation of nanotechnology in the industry. Nanotechnology will influence to many accounting issues, and this will encourage enhancing some accounting policies and systems. As a result the aim of this study is to increase the awareness level about nanotechnology in the accounting area, and open the door for further studies about nanotechnology and different accounting issues in the future.

This research paper will concentrate on several accounting issues that were mentioned in previous studies or it has been deducted; such as reducing the cost of production unit and the change in cost structure with high increasing in fixed cost, and that needed to the funding allocation to the unit of production. There are also some other issues like job opportunities, the financing of nano projects, and the rise or increase of its cost at the first time of establishing it. This paper has suggested some potential solutions to those accounting issues and problems which may come when using nanotechnology. The previous studies stopped at expecting what will happen when using nanotechnology in the industry, but they did not anticipate any solutions to the prospective problems, and they did not provide or introduce any clear opinions. This study consider also as a new study that focus on a new accounting issues related to the nanotechnology, and it will also open the field to more studies in the future.

This paper contains of five sections. First section was an introduction. The following section is literature review. Methodology is presented in the third section. The fourth section covers the research results. And finally, the conclusion of the research will end the paper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Nanotechnology Impact on Economy and Products

Researchers and practitioners expected that nanotechnology will have many economically significant applications in a various range of industries in the future, this include Chemical industries, materials and manufacturing, engineering and construction, nano-electronics and computer technology, pharmaceutical and medical industries, aeronautics and space exploration, agriculture and water environment and energy, global trade and competitiveness. The using of nanotechnology will generate many benefits to most of the products and materials this include enhanced efficiency in optics, lower costing, better ductility and toughness, higher strength and hardness for materials, Some managers and practitioners said that nanotechnology will cause industrial revolution in the globe (Iavicoli et al., 2014). The National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) expected that “the entire or most of semiconductor and pharmaceutical industry will rely on nanotechnology in the near future”.

To date, many applications of nanotechnology have emerged in the market. Vance et al. (2015) said that there are more than 1814 Nano-products from 622 companies in 32 countries; they add that most of these products related to paints and cosmetics (e.g., skin creams, shampoos, and sunscreens) industries. Other business products of nanotechnology already in use include pharmaceutical and health care products, hard-disks for computers and improvements to telecommunications. Nagaich (2015) in his paper “Nanotechnology: The vision of 2025” expected that “the most of health care industry will rely on nanotechnology in 10 years and that, by 2025. He added also that a clinical oncology nanotechnology application which is part of health care sector dominated the overall market in 2013, accounting for 35% of total health care market revenue.
The implementation of nanotechnology has a real influence on the economy by influencing on the production procedure because any change in production procedures will influence on the relationships among economic factors. The literature review expected that the implementation of nanotechnology will lead to a new interrelationship among production factors. The earlier studies show that any new innovation or technology will influence to the production factors through different ways started from types and amount of raw materials which must be consumed during the production process. The second way is associated with level of primary factors that are necessary for a certain level of products. Third way returns to the share of primary factors and intermediate goods and services in the inputs that are requisite for the products. And finally, the new technology influences the rate of imported merchandise and services to the intermediate inputs for products. However, nanotechnology influence on an economy by influencing on the production procedure through the fourth ways or characteristics mentioned above.

Several empirical studies by researchers and practitioners such as Darby and Zucker (2003) and Bowers and Cernac (2008) suggested that nanotechnology will lead to rapid improvement in the production process. They expected to decrease the unit of product cost through more effective use of inputs. In the same way, West (2008) expected to produce many types of products fast like a printer and computer that can prepare many copies of data files with small cost, West (2008) added that nanotechnology will make products as cheap as the copying of files. However, this is expected in the future because nano-products can be produced with cost-effective and will conduct electricity at a higher rate than it is now possible. For this reason’s nanotechnology seen as the next industrial revolution (Center for Responsible Nanotechnology, (not dated).a).

It’s necessary to add here that nanotechnology is expected to do a basic function in bringing a key functionality across the entire value chain of a merchandise or products, Rickerby and Morrison (2007) asserted that this influence will be through the valuable properties of nanomaterials included as a small percentage in a final device, or through nanotech, Dai, Chang, Baek and Lu (2012) said that nanotechnology, which is the manipulation of matter in the dimension of 1 to 100 nm will lead to produce a new device, structure, and material particularly carbon nonmaterial’s by 2050, and this new technology will lead to enhancing the energy-conversion and storage with unique physicochemical properties (i.e. small size, large surface area to mass ratio) to be employed in energy efficient as well as economically and environmentally sustainable green innovations. Dai et al. (2012) and Iavicoli et al. (2014) added that the previous studies during the past 25 years ago led to produce some material such as graphene, carbon nanotubes and fullerenes also there are developed high-performance energy conversion such as solar cells, fuel cells and finally the storage devices such as batteries.

Cooper (1988) said that using of advanced technologies in the production process will lead to greater mechanization and changes in the rate of variable or fixed cost. The cost structure changes involved direct labor costs being replaced by indirect costs or overhead cost which need correct allocation to products and services, although Cooper (1988) and Fadzil and Rababah (2012) said that using of a new technology in production process will lead to increase the rate of fixed cost and will decrease the rate of variable cost in the unit of product, they add that the profit margin and net profit for the unit of product which produced by a new technology will increase also, because the overall costs will be reduced by using the more effective technology. The researchers such as Bowers and Cernac (2008) reported that using of nanotechnology will reduce the cost of products.

However, when we reviewed the literature we did not find any study talking about the allocating of fixed or indirect cost to the unit of product which produced by nanotechnology method, and we did not find any study talking about the costing system which must be use in the nanotechnology manufacturing environment. So in our study we will highlight this issue. Many researchers (such as Andersen, 1995; Horngren, Datar & Foster (2003); Cooper & Kaplan, 1988b; Drury, 2004) argued that cost allocations is very important because it helps in the valuation and assessments of inventory for external reporting purposes, for planning and monitoring the cost of activities and processes, and for various strategic decisions. Examples of such strategic decisions are: decisions to produce or buy some material and services important to different products or services in the firm, to price products and services, to add or remove various products and services, and to decide when to expand or contract the size of a segment of the company. Hansen and Mowen (2000) said there are many difficulties in assigning indirect costs to products. So the companies must use a new system, especially after using huge technology which leads the companies to move from direct labor to machine. As a result, more indirect or overhead costs are required to be allocated to products and services.

There are two cost allocation methods are using to calculate the unit of product cost traditional costing system and activity based costing system, and the following is pref summarize about these systems.

2.2. Nanotechnology and Cost Structure

Cooper (1988) said that using of advanced technologies in the production process will lead to greater mechanization and changes in the rate of variable or fixed cost. The cost structure changes involved direct labor costs being replaced by indirect costs or overhead cost which need correct allocation to products and services, although Cooper (1988) and Fadzil and Rababah (2012) said that using of a new technology in production process will lead to increase the rate of fixed cost and will decrease the rate of variable cost in the unit of product, they add that the profit margin and net profit for the unit of product which produced by a new technology will increase also, because the overall costs will be reduced by using the more effective technology. The researchers such as Bowers and Cernac (2008) reported that using of nanotechnology will reduce the cost of products.

However, when we reviewed the literature we did not find any study talking about the allocating of fixed or indirect cost to the unit of product which produced by nanotechnology method, and we did not find any study talking about the costing system which must be use in the nanotechnology manufacturing environment. So in our study we will highlight this issue. Many researchers (such as Andersen, 1995; Horngren, Datar & Foster (2003); Cooper & Kaplan, 1988b; Drury, 2004) argued that cost allocations is very important because it helps in the valuation and assessments of inventory for external reporting purposes, for planning and monitoring the cost of activities and processes, and for various strategic decisions. Examples of such strategic decisions are: decisions to produce or buy some material and services important to different products or services in the firm, to price products and services, to add or remove various products and services, and to decide when to expand or contract the size of a segment of the company. Hansen and Mowen (2000) said there are many difficulties in assigning indirect costs to products. So the companies must use a new system, especially after using huge technology which leads the companies to move from direct labor to machine. As a result, more indirect or overhead costs are required to be allocated to products and services.

There are two cost allocation methods are using to calculate the unit of product cost traditional costing system and activity based costing system, and the following is pref summarize about these systems.
2.2.1. Traditional Costing Systems

Under traditional costing system there are two stages to allocate overhead costs to products or services (Drury, 2004). In stage one, overheads are initially assigned to cost centres (departments), and in stage two, overhead costs centres are allocated to cost objects (e.g. products). Horngren et al. (2003) argued that applying the two-stage allocation process needs four steps. These four steps relate to the two stage of cost allocation in traditional costing system. The first step is assigning all manufacturing overheads to production and service centres, then reallocating the costs assigned to service centres to production centres, following step is computing separate overhead rates for each production cost centre, and finally assigning cost centre overheads to products or other chosen cost objects. Thus, steps one and two relate to stage one and steps three and four relate to the second stage of the two stage allocation process.

Cooper (1988) said that traditional costing system depends on insufficient single volume measures of cost drivers (such as, machine hours or direct labour costs) for allocating costs to products or services. He also argues that this will create mistakes in calculating the cost of product; he added that TCS was suitable when direct labour was very high in the production process. In other words, TCS are most suited for controlling variable costs, but not overhead or indirect costs.

However, many criticisms forwarded to traditional costing system since 1980s. Especially after the huge development in the production technology. Because of this system became unable to calculate the correct product cost, or help the managers in correct planning or decision-making (Johnson & Kaplan, 1987). So, the managers and researchers started thinking about solving to these problems by implementing more reliable and correct system to calculate accurate costs for products and service in the new business environment. The new system is called Activity Based Costing System (ABC).

2.2.2. Activity Based Costing System

Many researchers considered ABC to be the most important innovation in management accounting of the 20th century (Askarany & Yazdifar, 2007; Abdel-Kader & Luther, 2008; Rbaba'h, 2013). Kaplan and Cooper (1992) said that ABC is more reliable and more accurate than traditional costing system, Baird et al., (2007) described it as an improved way for allocating of indirect costs and evaluating product profitability. In addition, the results of these studies show that using traditional system to calculate cost of products will produce wrong reports, which is inappropriate for decision making. On the other hand, Kaplan and Anderson (2004) said that most of ABC practitioners have been expected to decrease costs by 3% to 5% and to increase revenue by 5 percent to 15 percent. Previous studies (such as Shields's 1995; Pierce and Brown 2004) said that ABC are used for product costing, pricing decisions, customer profitability, improvement in financial performance and budgeting.

However, the earlier studies suggested some differences between ABC and TCS related to both the nature of allocation bases and the number of allocation bases used to divide costs to cost object in the second stage. ABC conducting by two allocation stages to assign costs first to the activities then to products based on each products use of activities. This system is based on the concept that product consumes activities and activities consume resource (Cooper & Kaplan, 1991). Riasih (2011) said that the two stages under this system contain four basic steps: identifying activities, assigning indirect costs to activities, identifying outputs, and linking activity costs to outputs.

The mentioned four steps can be summaries into two stage allocation processes. First stage is the allocating indirect costs to the activities as determined before. This allocating is based on the suitable resource’s driver. In the second stage of the ABC process, indirect costs are allocating to products or service activities during the production process. Cooper (1988) said that ABC system uses a number of cost drivers to allocate indirect costs to cost objects. Some of these cost drivers are used to allocate costs whose consumption varies directly with the number of products produced. On the other hand, other drivers are used to allocate costs whose consumption does not vary with quantity. Therefore, ABC systems use a greater number and variety of second stage cost drivers than traditional costing system.

In our study I strongly advice the nanofactories companies to start using ABC system instead of using Traditional Costing Systems, because the rate of overhead cost will increase and this companies will face cost allocation problem in the future under Traditional Costing Systems. Especially, when they produce more than one product in their companies.

2.3. Nanotechnology and Accounting Risks

Many advantages and benefits for nano-applications such as reducing production and storage costs, reducing pressure on raw materials, enhance the products quality, clean-up technologies as well as in fostering sustainable manufactured products. Opposite of these benefits, there are many challenges on health and safety risks, social issues, as well as uncertainty about market, financing and accounting risks. Therefore, our aim in this research is to highlight these accounting and financing risks.

The first risk for nanotechnology using is the high cost for establishing of nano factories. The companies which attending to set up nano-manufacturing techniques will pay more cost in the earliest stage and this will be more than the traditional manufacturing method, because The development of assemblers and replicators will need more costs, after that when the production process start a little more cost is incurred in the later stages during the production process, sales, and after sales. However, this will create problems for investors whom will pay a lot first cash outlay as a capital, also the creditors who will give the capital under high degree of uncertainty about the first cash outlay, due to the newness of nanotechnology. Moreover, the unpredictability of sales volume makes it difficult to forecast future free cash flows. Although the traditional manufacturing system costs is higher than non-manufacturing costs, the high...
investment to build nano-factories at earliest stage will increase the effects of forecast errors. As compared to nono-manufacturing traditional manufacturing costs will incur and paid step by step during production process, sales, and after-sales, so the risks under traditional manufacturing method will be less than the risks under nono-manufacturing method.

The second problem for nanotechnology is distorts the cost of products because the high rate of indirect cost which need accurate allocation to the unit of product, any wrong in calculating the cost of products will lead to wrong pricing decisions then decrease the competitiveness for the company. However, I highlighted this problem in the earlier part of this study which submitted suitable solutions and I think the nano-factories managers will improve or discover a more effective system for this problem in the future.

Finally, I expected the world will face problem after using nanotechnology related to job opportunities because the nano-factories will use machines and technology in their production and sales ways more than workers and this will reduce the number of workers in production and sales lines, thus we will face unemployment workers and resistance to change by them to new technology (Sharify et al., 2010). In other side may be the new technology will create a new job and overcome to this possible problem. However, there is a need for further studies in the future on the potential problems and risks Especially given that some researchers and scientists such as Maynard (2004) and Hoyt and Mason (2007) expect that this technology may cause health problems for workers and consumers in the future, This will have an impact especially on the accounting community and the insurance sector.

3. METHODOLOGY

A qualitative method used in this study depending on literature reviews. This is likely to be the methodology of theoretical analysis: choice and discussion of theoretical material and descriptive material. A library-based or theoretical is a crucial tool for assessing and developing the knowledge base within a research field.

Literature reviews in accounting and nanotechnology often considerably more stringently presented than other empirical research because a lack of companies implementing nanotechnology, then difficulties in collecting data by other methods. The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on the importance of literature reviews in the area of accounting and nanotechnology.

The author combines electronic and manual searches to find relevant studies using key words like "nanotechnology and accounting or" production costs" or "cost structure" or "risks" or "environment". The search yields a total number of 26 published studies in refereed journals; only articles in English were selected. Only twelve of the twenty six studies were specific related to nanotechnology and the others relate to technology and cost structure. For each reviewed stream of research, the author presents its theoretical underpinning and summaries its main results.

4. RESULTS

Content and critical analysis is introduced and applied for reviewing some literature reviews about implementing nanotechnology in the industry, which published in peer-reviewed journals until 2016. Each paper was assessed and summed up for the aim of research. This analysis led to increase the awareness level about the influence of nanotechnology procedures on the production process, then summarizing the relationship between nanotechnology and accounting. This research explains the impact of nanotechnology on economy and products, on cost structure, and summarizing the expected accounting risks after implementing nanotechnology. The result shows that nanotechnology influence on economy by influencing production procedures through the four ways which were mentioned in part 2.1. Nanotechnology will enhance products quality, reduce products cost and it will reduce shipping and storage cost. The results explained the relationship between implementing nanotechnology and cost structure by increasing fixed cost which need more accurate allocation to the unit of product. However, when we reviewed the literature we did not find any study talking about the allocating of fixed or indirect cost to the unit of product which produced by nanotechnology method, and we did not find any study talking about the costing system which must be use in the new technology manufacturing environment. So in this study I highlighted this issue. and I strongly advice the nano-factories companies to start using ABC system instead of using Traditional Costing Systems, because the rate of overhead cost will increase and this companies will face cost allocation problem in the future under Traditional Costing Systems. Especially, when they produce more than one product in their companies (see part 2.2).
Finally, the research results show problems of nanotechnology using such as high cost for establishing nano-factories especially, at the earliest stage. Another accounting problem is distorts the cost of products, any wrong in calculating the cost of products will lead to wrong pricing decisions then decrease the competitiveness for the company. Last problem is causing health problems for workers and consumers in the future, this will influence on the accounting community and the insurance sector. Therefore, I strongly advice future studies to conduct more studies related to accounting problems after implementing nanotechnology (see part 2.3).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Implementation of nanotechnology will cause industrial revolution on the future, and it will affect the economic and common aspects of the people's life through production process. Although nanotechnology will have many economically significant applications in a various range of industries in the future, there is a lack of studies in accounting field that mentioned the accounting issues related to nanotechnology implementation. Nanotechnology will influence to many accounting issues, and this will encourage enhancing some accounting policies and systems, as a result; the aim of this study is to increase the awareness level about nanotechnology in the accounting area.

The results of this research encourage manager and accountants to pay more attention in improving the accounting policies and costing systems that are used in nano-factories. The result shows that nanotechnology will influence the economy by influencing the production procedures through fourth ways, this result consistent with earlier studies such as (Sharify et al., 2010). However, nanotechnology will enhance the quality of products, reduce the cost of products and reduce shipping and storage cost, this result consistent with earlier studies such as West (2008) and Iavicoli et al. (2014).

The results explained the relationship between implementing nanotechnology and cost structure by increasing fixed cost which need more accurate allocation to the unit of product many researchers (such as Cooper, 1988; Drury, 2004; Fadzil and Rababah, 2012) expected this result when any factory use a new improved technology in production process. This research focused on the change of cost structure and the expected solution for indirect cost allocation.

Implementation of nanotechnology will do many advantages more than traditional manufacturing industry because its effects on economy, quality of products, and the reduction of the cost of products. In the other side it causes many accounting problems and risks related to the high investment costs, change in cost structure and job opportunities. Furthermore, debt holders and equity holders will be afraid of returns and the risk of default that will influence the financing of company implementing nanotechnology, the same result was suggested by Maynard (2004) and Hoyt and Mason (2007). However, this paper highlighted all of these accounting issues and it also reviews development in the research along with some discussions on challenges and perspectives in this exciting field.

My intent is that this paper will impact future nanotechnology and accounting research in different streams, these streams are: Nanotechnology Impact on Economy and Products; Nanotechnology and Cost Structure ii); Nanotechnology and Risks iii). This research represents a historical record, an introduction and guidance for researchers who aim to examine the relationships between nanotechnology implementation and accounting methods. It highlighted a new link between accounting issues and nanotechnology which neglected in previous studies. In addition, this research provides an overviews, explanations, solutions and predictions to some accounting issues such as the problems of insurance sector, unemployment workers and distortion product cost and which resulted from nanotechnology implementation.
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